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Abstract 
We introduce a new type of language equation, namely implicit equations, and derive 
a number of properties which clearly demonstrate that the behavior of implicit equations differs 
substantially from that of conventional or explicit ones. Explicit language equations express 
each variable as a regular expression in terms of their variables and constant languages; implicit 
language equations express constant languages as regular expressions in terms of their variables 
and constant languages. An algorithm is given for determining a solution of a given system of 
implicit language equations, if one exists, provided all constant languages are regular and the 
operations permitted in the regular expressions are unrestricted union and concatenation from 
the left by a constant. A characterization of the uniqueness of a solution of such a system and 
a method for determining all solutions are also provided. 
1. Introduction and notation 
We define the class REGA(X1, . . . , X,) (or REG, for short) of regular expressions in 
the variables X1, . . . , X, over the alphabet A as follows: 
(1) Any language L over A is in REG”; L is called a constant. 
The variable Xi is in REG,, for i = 1, . . . . n. 
(2) If CI and p are in REG,, then so are a u j3 (union), c( - p (concatenation), a (comple- 
mentation, and a* (star). 
Note that the constants are completely arbitrary languages; in particular, they need 
not be regular, even though the expressions are regular. 
A system of n explicit language equations in the variables X1, . . . , X, over the 
alphabet A is defined as follows: 
Xi = tli for i = 1, . . . . n, (1) 
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where the ai are members of the class REGA(X1, . . . , X,). Equations of this type have 
been known and studied for a long time. In contrast, implicit language quations have 
never before received attention; these are equations of the form 
a = L, 
where L is a language over A and a is in REG,(X). A simple example is provided by 
the implicit language equation over the alphabet A = {a, b} 
;1 u (1 v aa*bb*aa*)b(a u b)* = a*X, 
which has a solution X = 1 u (A u ab*ua*)b(u u b)*; this can be verified by direct 
substitution. 
In general, let al,. .., a,,, be members of REGA(X1, . . . . X,) and let L1, . . . . L, be 
arbitrary languages over A. Then 
xi = Li for i = 1, . . . . r?i (2) 
is called a system of m implicit language quations in the n variables X1, . . . , X, over the 
alphabet A; the constant languages Li are called result languages. 
Language equations are used to specify languages. The language specified by 
a system of equations in the n variables X1, . . . , X,, implicit or explicit, is the solution of 
that equation. A solution of a system of equations is a set of n constant languages 
M 1, *-*, M, such that substituting Mi for every occurrence of Xi in the system 
simultaneously for all i = 1, . . . , n converts each language equation into an identity 
between languages. 
Different ways of restricting a, i.e., of defining a subset of REG, over which a may 
range, give rise to different types of equations with different types of solutions, which 
have been studied in the literature for explicit equations. Some of these are reviewed 
below. 
The classical language theory (see e.g. [S] or [2]) is obtained from systems of 
explicit language quations (1) by stipulating that in the regular expression ai only the 
operators (unrestricted) union and concatenation from the left by a constant may 
occur; this restriction of concatenation stipulates that for y * 6 to be valid, y must be 
a constant language. Then there exists a parametric representation of all solutions of 
the system (1) of equations, and furthermore, this solution can be expressed as 
a regular expression in terms of the constants (which need not be regular themselves). 
For example, the single equation in the variable X is 
X=LXvM, 
with L and M constant languages. In this case, if the empty word A is not contained in 
L, there is a unique solution, namely L*M; if 1 E L, then L*(M u T) is a parametric 
representation of all solutions with T ranging over all languages. Note that neither L, 
M, nor T need be regular; in other words, the solutions are given as regular 
expressions in terms of the constant languages. The solution of any particular instance 
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of the equation can then be obtained by substituting the particular languages defining 
the equation for the “variables” L, M, and T. This is possible because only union, 
concatenation, and star occur in this expression, and thus the substitution property 
holds. 
In order to formulate different explicit language equation problems, one requires 
that the ai be taken from some other subset of REG,(X). In addition to the classical 
language equations treated in [8], we refer to [l, 3,5] for equations with regular 
constants and with union, concatenation from the left by a constant, and complemen- 
tation as operators; to [4] for equations with regular constants and union, concatena- 
tion from the left by a constant, and star as operators; to [6] for equations where the 
constants are over a one-letter alphabet and the operators are union, concatenation, 
and star; and to [7] for equations where the constants are over a one-letter alphabet 
and the operators are union, concatenation, star, and complementation. All these 
papers refer to systems of explicit language equations of type (1). In particular, with 
the exception of [4] they show that any system of such equations has a regular 
solution if all constants are regular and gives a constructive method of determining it, 
provided complementation is not among the permitted operators. 
The purpose of the present paper is to develop a theory of implicit language 
equations (2) that is an analogue to the theory of classical explicit equations 
Xi=Si,l*XlU ‘.. USi,,*Xn U Si,o, i= l)...) n, (3) 
with all Si,j being constant languages (see [8]). Since in these (classical) equations the 
operations involved in the expressions are unrestricted union and left-concatenation 
(short for concatenation from the left by a constant language), we assume the same 
operations for our implicit language equations, i.e., we restrict the permitted opera- 
tions in all the ai to unrestricted union and left-concatenation. Under this assumption, 
any system (2) can be rewritten as follows: 
s-x = L, (4) 
whereS=(Sij)14i~ml~j~n is an (m, n)-matrix consisting of (constant) languages over 
A, x = (X,, . ..) X,,)’ is the vector of variables for which we want to solve the system, 
L = (L,, . ..) Ln)T is the vector of (constant) result languages and S-X is a vector of 
expressions defined as follows: 
srr-xr u siz*x2u -1. USl”‘X”, 
SZl’X1 u sz,.xzu ... USZ”‘X”, 
s,1*x1 u S,~‘X~U ... us,,.x,. 
We note that the absence of the constant languages Si,o in the representation (4) is 
justified since one can introduce an additional equation in a new variable Xi for each 
such language St, O which can be stated as Xi = Si, ,, and which has the unique solution 
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Si.0 in Xl. Setting Cli = Sir *Xr u Si,2*Xz u a*. u Si,n’Xn, the system (4) can be 
written as 
(5) 
CL, = L,. 
We define restricted implicit language equations by stipulating that all elements of the 
matrix S be either the empty language 8 or the language {A} consisting only of the 
empty word. We will sometimes write 0 for 0 and 1 for (A>. In this case, the matrix 
S consists of O’s and l’s only. 
All implicit equations studied here are special cases of two-sided language equa- 
tions; these are the most general type of language equations and are of the form 
a = D, 
where a and /I are expressions. 
2. Basic properties of implicit language quations 
2.1. Existence of solutions 
The systems of implicit language equations of the form (4) studied in this paper 
appear to be natural analogues of systems of linear equations, indeed much more so 
than those of the form (3) (explicit equations). However, their behaviors are very 
different, owing mainly to the fact that arithmetic subtraction behaves very differently 
from set subtraction; e.g. for arbitrary numbers a and b we have the identity 
(a + b) - b = a, but the corresponding identity for languages L and M 
(L u M) - M = L, is not true in general (although L always contains (L u M) - M). 
A very clear demonstration of the difference in behavior is given by the following 
observation. 
Lemma 1. Even a single implicit language equation in one variable need not have 
a solution. 
Proof. Consider the equation MX = L in the variable X, where L is finite and 
nonempty and M is infinite. Clearly, if there existed a solution X, it must be either 
empty or nonempty. In both cases, one obtains a contradiction; therefore no solution 
can exist. 
This suggests the following property: 
(Pl) Consider the implicit language equation MX = L. For any word w E L 
without a proper prefix in L, some prefix x of w must be in M. 
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One can easily see that this is a necessary condition for the existence of a solution. 
For if there were such a w in L so that no prefix of w is in M, then w is contained in the 
right-hand side of the equation but cannot be contained in its left-hand side. However, 
(Pl) is not a sufficient condition, as the example in the proof of Lemma 1 shows. 
Nevertheless, (Pl) is the starting point for much of the discussion in Sections 4 and 5. 
The following property (P2) is an analogue to the notion of linear independence in 
systems of linear equations: 
(P2) Consider a system of implicit language quations (4). Then for all i = 1, . . . , m, 
there do not exist constant languages Qt for all t E { 1, . . . , m} - {i} such that 
Sij = u QtSrj for all j= l,...,n forwhich Liz 
r~(I,...,m)-{i) 
It is again quite obvious that (P2) is necessary for the existence of a solution, for 
otherwise one might obtain two equations with identical right-hand sides but different 
left-hand sides. This is in analogy to systems of linear equations. However, the converse 
does not hold; i.e., there are systems of implicit language quations of type (4) that satisfy 
(P2) but do not have a solution. In fact, one can show this even if (Pl) holds as well. 
Consider the following system of four restricted implicit language quations in four 
variables: 
s-x = L, 
where L = ((aa)*,(aaa)*,(aa)*,(aa)*)T and S is given by 
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 
10 0 0 11 
One can verify that both (Pl) and (P2) hold. Now assume that there exists a solution 
of this system. From the fourth equation, one concludes that X, = (au)*. Then both 
X2 u X3 (by the first equation) and Xi u X2 (by the third equation) must be 
contained in (au)*, while by the second equation, X1 u X3 must be equal to (uuu)*. 
This however is impossible. Thus, no solution exists. 
It turns out that (some analogue of) linear independence ismuch less important for 
implicit language equations than it is for (arithmetic) linear equations. This is borne 
out by the results in Section 5 and especially by the last example in Section 6. 
The conclusion from these observations is that existence of solutions is a non-trivial 
problem. In Section 5 we give a method to determine xistence of a solution provided 
all constant languages involved in the system are regular. This approach also shows 
that this problem appears intractable for more general classes of constant languages 
because it requires certain decision algorithms that are not available for nonregular 
languages. 
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2.2. Uniqueness of solutions 
The problem of uniqueness of a solution, once we know one exists, is even more 
complicated. Consider the following restricted implicit language equation in three 
variables over the alphabet {a}: 
Since all result languages are identical, there exists a solution: Set all variables equal to 
that language. However, it is easily seen that this solution is not the only one. In fact, 
let Q be any language contained in (au)* and let Q’ be (au)* - Q; then for any chosen 
Q, there are three different solutions: 
(Xl, X,, X,) = (Q, Q',W*), (Q,@4*, Q'),(@)*, Q Q') 
Since there are uncountably many different languages Q, it follows that there are 
uncountably many different solutions. Thus, even though all constant languages 
involved in the system are regular, solutions need not even be r.e. 
One might object that the expressions on the left-hand side of the equations in this 
example do not satisfy the so-called I-property (see [3,5,7]). Loosely speaking, this 
property of regular expressions CI involving variables tipulates that no subexpression 
/3 of 01 may start with a variable unless p occurs in a as r/I, where y has the I-property. 
Thus, u*Xb does not have the property (since Asa* and therefore Xb is a prohibited 
subexpression), but uXb u u*b does. However, this property is relevant only if one 
deals with explicit language equations where the variable is expressed as an expres- 
sion. Here, it is not relevant since solutions in the variables X are implicit in the 
equations. To see this, consider the following transformation of the system above. 
Instead of 
1: : ar::]=~;] 
11 O 11 x31 
consider the system 
Xl 
[i 
u(uu)* 
x* = 
x3 1 1 u(uu)* . u(uu)* 
It follows that (Xi, X2, X,) is a solution of the first system if and only if it is a solution 
of the second system. The expressions in the second system however do satisfy the 
I-property. 
While in the case of the explicit language equation X = LX u M, a solution is 
unique except in special circumstances (namely 1 E L), for implicit language quations 
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LX = M the situation is reversed: a solution is not unique except in special circum- 
stances. In fact, for restricted implicit language quations we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let S-X = L be a system of implicit language equations in n variables, 
n >, 2. Assume that all equations involve at least two variables. Let X = (XI, . . . , XJT be 
a solution and assume that there is a word w common to all Xi. Then the solution is not 
unique. 
Proof. Assume that the sth equation involves the variable Xi and consider 
(X1, *.-, Xi-l,Xi-(W},Xi+l,..,, X,); we claim that this is a second solution. Since all 
equations involve at least one Xj for j # i and all these languages contain w, the claim 
holds. 0 
Lemma 2 is the starting point of the discussions in Section 7. A criterion is derived 
there for deciding whether a given solution of a system (4) of implicit language 
equations is unique. 
Note that in the case of classical explicit systems (3), it makes little sense to have the 
number n of variables different from the number m of equations; for m < n there would 
be at least one variable that does not have a defining equation (an underdetermined 
system) and for m > n at least one variables would have two defining equations (an 
overdetermined system). These considerations do not apply to implicit language 
equations. Since in implicit language quations there is no expression for any variable 
(unless Ei = Xj for some i,j, a degenerate situation without interest), the number m of 
equations and the number n of variables are relatively independent, as the following 
examples how. 
Example 1. Two restricted implicit language quations in three variables, with finitely 
many solutions: 
X1 v X2 = a*, X1 v X3 = b*, 
There are exactly five different solutions, namely (X1, Xz, X,) = (8, a*, b*),({I}, 
a*, b*),((J),aa*,b*),({I},a*,bb*),({I},aa*,bb*). 
Example 2. Six restricted implicit language quations in four variables, with infinitely 
many solutions: 
X1 v Xz = a*, 
X1 u X3 = a*, 
X1 v X4 = a*, 
Xz u X3 = (aa)*, 
Xz u X4 = (aa)*, 
X3 u X4 = (aaaa)*, 
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It is easy to verify by direct substitution that there are infinitely many different 
solutions, e.g., (Xi, X2, X,, X,) = (a*, (au)*, (uuuu)*, L) for any language L contained 
in (uuaa)* or ((a, au, uuu)(uuua)*, (au)*, (uuua)*, (uauu)*). 
Example 3. Three restricted implicit language equations in four variables, with no 
solution: 
x1 v x2 v x3 = a*, 
Xi v X2 u X, = b*, 
X2 v X3 v X4 = a*, 
One derives from the first two equations that Xi u X2 must be contained in {A} (the 
intersection of a* and b*), and therefore bb* must be contained in X, which gives 
a contradiction to the third equation. Thus, no solution exists. 
Note that for the explicit language quations involving only union and concatena- 
tion, this is not possible - indeed, underdetermined explicit systems would almost 
always have infinitely many solutions. 
3. Non-closure of CFL under implicit language equations 
Let S + X = L be a system of implicit language quations, X = (Xi, . . . , XJT. We will 
call a solution of this system regular (contextfree, recursive, re.), if all the languages of 
the solution are regular (contextfree, recursive, re.). In this section we show that there 
exist systems of implicit language equations in which all constant languages are 
contextfree that have only noncontextfree solutions. This holds even for restricted 
implicit language equations and provides another indication how differently implicit 
language equations behave from explicit equations. 
Theorem 1. Let S * X = L be a system of type (4) of implicit language equations where all 
constant languages are contextfree. Then no solution of this system need be contextfree. 
Proof. Consider the following system of seven restricted implicit language equations 
in nine variables: 
I 
110000000 
101000000 
000110000 
000101000. 
000000110 
000000101 
-10 0 10 0 10 0, 
x2 
x3 
X4 
X5 
X6 
X7 
x8 
1x9 
= 
{umbmc* 1 m 2 l> 
{u”‘b*c”’ 1 m > l} 
{u’“b’“c* 1 m 3 l} 
{umb*c*cm+l ) m 2 l} 
(umbmc* f m > l> 
{Pb*c” I n < m} 
{u’“b”‘c* I m 2 l} 
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By the first and second equations, X1 must be contained in the intersection of 
{umbmc* 1 m 2 l} and {umb*cm 1  2 l}, the noncontextfree language {umbmcml  2 l}. 
From the third and fourth equations we obtain that X, must be contained in 
{umbmcmcc* ) m 2 l}, and by the next two equations, X7 must be in 
{umb’“c” IO< n < m and m > 11. It is easily verified that for all i # j, i, j E { 1,4,7}, Xi 
and Xj are pairwise disjoint. Therefore, the last equation implies that for these three 
languages, equality must hold in the above inclusions, i.e., 
X1 = {umbmcmJm 2 11, 
X, = {umbmcmcc* 1 m 2 l}, 
X7 = {umbmc” IO < n < m and m 2 l}. 
However, these three languages are clearly noncontextfree, which proves the theorem. 
Note that the other six solution languages (Xj for j = 2,3,5,6,8,9) may be contextfree, 
but since they are not uniquely determined, they could also not be contextfree. 0 
Corollary 1. Theorem 1 holds even in the case of restricted implicit language quations. 
4. A procedure for determining that no solution exists 
In this section we derive a condition that generalizes property (PI). However, it 
turns out that instead of giving us a method for determining that a solution exists, it 
only gives us a procedure for determining the converse. Since it is a procedure and not 
an algorithm, this distinction is fundamental. 
Assume the system (4), S .X = L, and consider its ith equation, 
Si,r*Xr U “’ U Si,,*Xn = Li. 
It follows that for any word w in Liy if there is a solution in X we must have 
WE Si,l’X1 U ‘.’ U Si,“‘X”. 
This however is true if and only if 
3jE {l,..., n}: 3~ E Si.j and u a prefix of W, W/U E Xj. (6) 
Similarly, for any word w not in Liy if there is a solution in X w necessarily must not be 
in Si,r’Xr U **. U Si,n - X,. This is true if and only if 
Vj E (1, . . . . n}: VU E Si,j and u a prefix of W, W/U 4 Xj. (7) 
Here, x/y denotes the quotient of the word x with respect to its prefix y, which is 
defined as z if x = yz. Furthermore, if L and M are languages over the alphabet A, the 
quotient of L with respect o M is defined by 
L/M = {z E A* ) z = x/y for some x E L and some y E M such that 
y E PREF(L)}. 
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PREF(L) for any language L denotes the set of all prefixes (not necessarily proper) of L, 
PREF(L)=(xEA*jw=xyandwEL,yEA*). 
Statement (6) can now be reformulated as the following boolean expression z(i, w): 
7c(i,w)= or Or W/U E Xj Z true. 
j= l,..., n ueS.,ianduePREF(w) 
It is clear that this is a boolean expression of finite length since the length of w is finite. 
Similarly, statement (7) can be written as the boolean expression v(i, w): 
v(i, w) = and and not(w/u E Xj) G true. 
j= l.,,,, n ueS,,,anduEPREF(w) 
Again, this is a boolean expression of finite length. 
It follows now that we can construct a boolean expression F,(K) consisting of atoms 
of the form x E Xi or not(x E Xj), combined by logical and and or operators, as 
follows: 
F,(K): = true; 
for k:= O..K do 
for every w of length k do 
if w E Li then F,(K): = F,(K) and n(i, w) 
else F,(K): = K(K) and v(i, w) 
The boolean expression F(K) is then defined as 
F(K) = F,(K) and F,(K) and . . . and F,(K). 
Lemma 3. Zf there exists a K such that F(K) = false, then no solution exists. 
Proof. F(K) G false if and only if there exists i such that F,(K) = false, and this in turn 
is the case iff there exists a word w such that 1 WI 6 K and either w E Li and 
n(i, w) E false or w 4 Li and v(i, w) s false. This however amounts to contradicting 
requirements for the existence of a solution; therefore no solution can exist. 0 
Clearly, for any fixed K, F(K) is a boolean expression of finite length. Furthermore 
by construction of F(K), if F(K) = false for some value of K, then F(K’) = false for 
any K’ > K. 
The construction of the boolean expression F(K) started as an attempt at determin- 
ing a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution. As Lemma 3 
indicates, it provided only a sufficient condition for the nonexistence of a solution. We 
therefore have a procedure that will terminate if no solution exists, since for any given 
K, constructing F(K) and testing whether F(K) is identically false can be done 
effectively, provided we have effective methods for testing for membership in the 
constant languages S’ij and Li, i = 1, . . . . m andj = 1, . . . . II. However, we do not have 
an algorithm since this procedure will continue with ever increasing K without 
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yielding F(K) 5 false if there does exist a solution. We summarize the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Consider a system (4) of implicit language equations. Zf all constant lan- 
guages occurring in the system are recursive, nonexistence of a solution of the system of 
implicit language equations is recursively enumerable. 
5. Solving implicit language quations with regular constants 
This section reformulates conditions (6) and (7) in the case of regular constant 
languages and derives an algorithm for determining the existence of a solution and, if 
one exists, a solution itself. Again we assume we are given a system of implicit 
language equations (4), 
s-x= L, 
with S=(Sij)14iGm,iGj4n, X=(X1 ,..., XJT, and L=(Ll,..., LJT. From (7) we 
obtain 
forallw+! Li[fOrj= l,..., n[for all prefixes u of w with u E SiG not(w/u E Xj)]] 
By interchanging the two quantifiers and reformulating the condition this can be 
restated as 
u u [w/[PREF(w) n Sij] n Xj] = 8 
j= l,...,n wg Li 
and this in turn is equivalent o 
u Li/[PREF(Li) n S,] n Xj] = 8, 
j= l,...,?, 
since y/PREF(y) n M] n L u z/PREF(z) n M] n L = (y u z)/[PREF(y u z) n 
M] n L, for any words y and z and any languages A4 and L. Furthermore, since 
M/PREF(M) n L = M/L for any languages M and L, this is further simplified to 
u [Zi/Sij n Xj] = 0 
j= I,...,,, 
Therefore, we must have 
U u [Ei/Sij n Xj] = 0. 
j=l._.., m j=l,.._, n 
We now define 
Xj= Zi/Sij V Z,/S,j V *** V Z,/S,j for j = 1, . . . . n. (9) 
It should be obvious that (8) is satisfied by (9); furthermore, there do not exist any 
languages 5 properly containing Xj for any j E { 1, . . . , n} that satisfy (8). Thus, the Xj 
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defined in (9) are maximal; any languages atisfying (8) must be contained in the 
languages defined in (9). 
For the following, we recall that the existence of a solution of the given system of 
implicit language equations is equivalent o (6) holding for all w E Li and (7) holding 
for all W # Li, for i = 1, . . . . m. We have equivalently transformed (7) into (8) and 
determined the maximal solution (9) of (8). We must now return to (6); using the same 
process by which we obtained (8) from (7) we derive 
v v 
[ j= p (w/sij n xj) Z @. 1 (10) i= I,...,m woL, 3 . ..n 
Therefore, the existence of a solution is equivalent o (8) and (10). Recall that (9) is 
a maximal solution of (8). Thus, we claim the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. The system S. X = L has a solution iff the languages Xj dejined in (9) satisfy 
(10). 
Proof. Since (8) and (10) are equivalent o the existence of a solution and (9) satisfies 
(8), (9) is a solution of S. X = L if it satisfies (10). Assume now that there exists 
a solution X’ = (Xi, . . . . Xa)T, different from X. Clearly, X’ must satisfy (8) and since 
(9) is maximal, Xj contains Xi for all j. Now, since X’ must satisfy (lo), as it is 
a solution, and since enlarging Xi to Xj will maintain the nonemptiness of the 
intersections in (lo), (9) must also satisfy (10). 0 
Note that (10) does not provide an effective method. However, effectiveness i not 
necessary: (10) was only needed to establish that the maximal solution (9) of (8) must 
be a solution of the given system, if one exists at all. Conversely, if no solution exists, 
(9) must fail to satisfy (10). In practice, we will take the languages defined by (9) and 
substitute them directly into the given system of implicit language equations. By 
Lemma 4, we then know that a solution exists if and only if (9) is a solution of the 
system of implicit language equations. Therefore, we can summarize the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3. Consider the system S. X = L of m implicit language equations in n vari- 
ables. If all constant languages Sij and Li are regular, there exists an algorithm to 
determine whether a solution exists. Furthermore, if a solution exists, the maximal 
solution is given by (9) and consists exclusively of regular languages. 
Proof, We have already established that (9) is a solution if any solution exists, and 
that this is the maximal solution. What remains to show is that (9) can be constructed 
effectively and that it gives rise to regular languages. Since all the constant languages 
are regular and since there are well-known algorithms to construct effectively the 
quotient, the union, and the complement of regular languages, which are all regular 
again, the claim follows. 0 
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Note that it is only the maximal solution that is guaranteed to be regular. If there 
are other solutions, it is quite possible that these are nonregular (see the discussion of 
uniqueness in Section 2). 
Corollary 2. Consider a system of implicit language equations with arbitrary constants 
(not necessarily regular). If the system has any solution, it must have one that is maximal, 
i.e., for any other solution X’, the maximal solution must contain the solution X’ 
componentwise. 
Proof. The derivations of (8) and (10) did not depend on any property of regular 
languages. Regularity of the constant languages came only into play when effec- 
tiveness (such as testing for emptiness) and closure of language classes (such as closure 
of regular languages under quotient, union, and complementation) were at issue. q 
6. Examples 
In this section we work out several systems of implicit language equations. We 
begin with the three numbered examples at the end of Section 2. All three were 
restricted systems, i.e., all Sij are either (A> or 0. In this case (9) can be simplified to 
Xj= n Li 
ie(l,...,m) 
such that S, = (1.) 
The first of the three examples was X1 u X2 = a*, X1 u X3 = b*. Applying (9), we 
obtain X1 = L1 n L2 = {}A}, X2 = L1 = a*, and X3 = b*. Since this is indeed the 
maximal of the five solutions listed there, we do not have to verify that these languages 
are in fact a solution. 
The second example was X1 u X, = a*, X1 u X3 = a*, X1 u X3 = a*, 
X2 u X3 = (aa)*, X2 u X., = (aa)*, X3 u X4 = (aaaa)*. We obtain from (9) X1 = a*, 
X2 = (aa)*, X3 = (aaaa)* and X4 = (aaaa)*. Again we know this is the maximal 
solution and need not verify it separately. 
The third example was X1 u Xz u X3 = a*, X1 u X2 v X4 = b*, 
X2 u X3 u X4 = a*. We obtain from (9) X1 = {A}, X, = {A}, and X3 = a* and 
X4 = {A), and now the verification that these languages are a solution fails. Therefore 
no solution can exist, in accordance with the derivation in Section 2. 
Let us consider one more restricted system, namely the one given by 
SC\: 1 y!, L~~~~~;*]. 
It follows from applying (9) that X1 = 8, X2 = aa(a and X3 = aaa(aa)*. Substitu- 
ting these languages into the equations yields identities and therefore they are 
a solution (indeed the only one). 
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Consider the following system of two implicit language quations in three variables: 
a(ab)*Xr u a(b*a)*X* = a(a u b)* ( = Ll), 
Xl u UXJ = uu(u u b)* ( = L,). 
We obtain from (9) 
Xl = LA1 v ~2lS21 
= [b(u u b)* u ~]/u(ub)* u [A u a u (ub u b)(u u @*-J/n 
=g, 
= L2 = uu(u v b)*, 
x2 = LtIS12 v L2P22 
= [b(u u b)* u L]/u(b*u)* 
= 0 
= (a u b)*, 
X3 = LIISIJ u L2P23 
= [A u a u (ub u b)(u u b)*]/u 
= a(u u b)*. 
We now have to substitute these three languages into the given system: 
u(ub)*uu(u u b)* u u(b*u)*(u u b)* = u(u u b)* since 1 E (b*u)*. This is equal to L1. 
uu(u u b)* u uu(u u b)* = uu(a u b)*. This is equal to L2. 
Therefore this system has a solution and the above languages are the maximal 
solution. 
Consider another system of two implicit language equations in three variables: 
u*X1 u b(bb)*X, u bX, = (a u b)* ( = LA 
ax1 v ax, = ub*u(u u b)* ( = L,). 
From (9) we obtain 
Xl = LIP11 u L2IS21 
= (a u b)*/u* u u(u* u b*)u(u u b)*/u 
= @/a* u [A u ub* u b(u u b)*]/u 
= F 
= b*u(u u b)*, 
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= Qb(bb)* u [A u ab* u b(a u b)]/a 
= b*a(a u b)*, 
x3 = LllSl3 
= 0/b 
= (a u b)*. 
One must now verify that these three languages satisfy the two equations: 
First equation: 
a*b*a(a u b)* u b(bb)*b*a(a u b)* u b(a u b)* = [a*b*a u bb*a u b](a u b)* 
= (a u b)(a u b)* # L1. 
Second equation: 
ab*a(a u b)* u ab*a(a u b)* = ab*a(a u b)* = Lz. 
It is clear that the left-hand side does not equal the right-hand side of the system; 
therefore no solution exists. 
As final example, consider the following system of the three implicit language 
equations in two variables: 
aaXl v X2 = a u aa(a u b)* u aba(aa u ba)* ( = L,), 
b(bb)*X1 u ba*X2 = b(a u b)* ( = LA 
(ab)*X1 u (ba)*X, = (a u b)* ( = L3). 
From (9) we obtain 
X1 = LIlaa u LJb(bb)* u L3/(ab)* 
= (I u ab(aa u ab)*(l u b(a u b)*)/aa u (A u a(a u b)*)/b(bb)* u @/(ab)* 
=?E-@T@ 
= (a u b)*, 
= El/,? u (1 u a(a u b)*)/ba* u 0/(ba)* 
=&_J$hJ0 
= 
Ll 
= a u aa(a u b)* u aba(aa u ba)*. 
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One must now verify that these two languages atisfy the three equations: 
First: 
au(u u b)* u L1 = L, (since L1 contains aa(a u b)*). 
Second: 
b(bb)*(a u b)* u bu*L1 = b(u u b)* (since the first term is equal to b(a u b)* 
and the second contains only words start- 
ing with b). 
= 
L2 
Third: 
(&)*(a u b)* u (bu)*Lr = (a u b)* (as the first term equals (a u b)* 
= L3- 
Thus ((a u b)*, a u uu(u u b)* u ubu(uu u b~)*)~ is the maximal solution of the 
system. 
It is interesting to note that this last example was designed by fixing first the six 
languages in S, then choosing Xi to be the star of the union of them, 
[au u 1 u b(bb)* u bu* u (ub)* u (bu)*]*, 
which can be simplified to 
(au u ub)*(l u b(u u b)*), 
and X2 to be the complement of X1, 
u(uu u bu)* 
and then determining with this assignment to X1 and X2 the resulting languages L, 
and L2. It is clear that the obtained solution is not equal to these languages, the 
reason being that they were not the maximal solution! 
7. Characterizing uniqueness in implicit language quations 
In this section we derive a criterion for uniqueness of a solution of systems of 
implicit language equations where all constant languages are regular. It can be used 
determine whether there exists a finite or an infinite number of solutions. If there are 
finitely many, all solutions can be determined; if there are infinitely many, an infinite 
number of them can be constructed. 
We begin by giving a necessary and sufficient condition for a solution of a system of 
restricted implicit language equations to be unique. Note that it is similar to the 
statement in Lemma 2. 
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Theorem 4. Consider a system of restricted implicit language equations S - X = L, S = 
(Sij)t<i$m,lCj$n and assume that X = (X,, . . . . XJT is its maximal solution. This 
solution is unique if and only if 
V Xjn 
iE{l!. m) [h={jJm)sihxhl='* 
(11) 
j= l,...,n 
such tha; S:,= (2) h #i 
Proof. (a) Assume the contrary, namely 
3 X,n 
s={l,...,n) i,{l?. m) 
such thai Sk= (A} 
[h=;.. ,,) sihxh]:= w #” 
h;is’ 
Thus let w be a word in W,. Since the Xj are a solution of the system, it follows that 
w must be contained in every constant language Li for which Sij = {A}. We claim that 
(XI, ..a, Xs-r,Xs- {w}, Xs+1,..., X,)T is another (and obviously different) solution. 
By assumption, w is contained in the union of all X,, for h # s, for all equations i in 
which St, # 8, therefore, this new vector of languages must also be a solution. 
(b) Now assume that there is another solution (Y,, . . . , x)T which is different from 
(XI, .*., X,)‘. This implies that there exists an s E { 1, . . ., n} such that x # X,, and 
since X is maximal, x must be properly contained in X,. Therefore there exists 
a w E X, - x. We claim that 
wEX,n ,EtfJ. m) 
such tha; S,, = (i.} 
[ u sihxh]:= w. 
h =;;.;, n) 
Since w E W,, w E Li for all i where Si, # 0. This implies that 
WE SilXl U “’ u S,X” for all these i. 
Since w 4 x, 
and since & is contained in Xh for all h = 1, . . . . m, this implies 
Since w E X,, the claim follows. 0 
All languages involved in defining the restricted system S - X = L are regular, thus all 
languages in the maximal solution are regular. Consequently, condition (11) can be 
tested for effectively. 
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We now come to the general case. Again, we make use of the existence of a maximal 
solution, if there is any solution. 
Theorem 5. Consider a system of implicit language equations S. X = L, 
S=(Sij)l<ibm,I<j<n with the S, arbitrary languages over the alphabet A. Assume that 
x = (X,, . . . . X,)T is its maximal solution. This solution is unique if and only iffor all 
j=l ,.**, n, there does not exist a word w E Xj such that Sij{w} is contained in 
Si,lxl v *” V Si,j-1Xj-l V Si,j+lXj+l V **’ V Si,“Xn for all i = 1, . . . . m. 
Proof. (a) Assume there exists a word w E Xj violating the condition of the 
theorem. We claim that Y = (Y,, . . . . YJT with x = X, for s E (1, . . . . n} - {j} and 
q = Xj - (w} is a solution (which is clearly different from X). Now, Y is a solution if 
for all i such that Sij # 8, Sij{w} is contained in Sir Xl v -0. v Sij_rXj_r v 
Sij+lXj+l V .” v Si,X,. This however is precisely the condition of the theorem since 
for Sij = 0, Sij { w} = 0 which is trivially contained in any set. 
(b) For the converse, we observe that X is maximal by construction; therefore if 
there exists a different solution Y = (Yr , . . . , YJT, there exists an s E { 1, . . . , n} such that 
X, - x # 0. Let w E X, - x. We claim that for this s and this w, Sij {w} is contained in 
Sir& V .” V Sij_1l$1 V Sij+ll$+l V ‘** v Sin Y, for all i = 1, . . . . m. This however 
follows immediately since by assumption, Y is a solution. Therefore, the claim of the 
theorem follows. 0 
Theorem 4 holds for arbitrary result languages Lip and Theorem 5 holds for any 
constant languages. However, since many of the constructions required in these 
theorems are not effective for classes of languages uch as CFL or RE, we assume from 
now on that all constants occurring in the definition of these systems (S and L) are 
regular. Under this assumption, we can show that the necessary and sufficient 
condition in Theorem 5 can be tested for effectively. 
For each j = l,..., m and for each i = 1, . . . . m, we determine the largest subset 
Zij of Xj such that 
SijZij iS contained in Si,rXl v a** v Si,j-rXj-1 V Si,j+rXj+r V *.. V Si,“X,. 
The union on the right is a regular language; let us denote it by Mij. Then 
Zij = Mij/Sij. 
Taking the quotient of a regular language with respect o another regular language is 
an effective operation, yielding another regular language. Therefore, if we define 
Zj = n Zij, 
ie(l,...,m) 
such that S,, z 0 
it follows that Zj is regular, can be effectively constructed, and has the property that 
it contains precisely all those words w for which Sij{w) is contained in 
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SilXl U “. u Sij-lXj_1 u Sij+lXj+l u ‘0. u Si,X” for all i= l,...,m. Thus, the 
test for uniqueness is equivalent o the effective test whether 
Zj #0. 
Theorem 6. Given a system of implicit language equations in which all the languages 
defining it are regular, there exists an effective test whether any solution of the system is 
unique. 
Proof. First construct the maximal solution. If it is different from the given solution, 
we have two solutions and therefore nonuniqueness. If it is equal, apply the test 
outlined above. If Zj # 0 for some j, then we obtain nonuniqueness; otherwise the 
maximal solution is the only one. 0 
This test will be called the Z-test in the following. It should be clear that the 
maximality of the Xi’s does not come into play in this discussion. Therefore, the Z-test 
can be applied to any given solution; if it succeeds (i.e., if there exists a j such that 
Zj # @), then this solution is not unique. 
The last question we address in this section is how to determine whether there are 
infinitely many solutions. It is clear that any subset of words in Zj can be removed 
from the maximal solution Xj so that one still obtains a solution. Therefore, one must 
construct Zj for all j = 1, . . . , n and determine whether any one of them is infinite. 
Again, this is effective since testing a regular language for infiniteness is effective. If all 
of them are finite, then there exist exactly finitely many solutions; otherwise there exist 
infinitely many solutions. We summarize the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. Given a system of implicit language equations in which all the languages 
dejining it are regular, there exists an ejixtive test whether this system has$nitely many 
solutions. 
It follows from the above that every solution can be constructed if there are only 
finitely many solutions. This is a consequence of the fact that in this case all solutions 
must be regular (every subset of any of the Zj’s is finite and therefore regular). Care 
must be taken with the iterative selection of subsets of Zj since choosing a specific 
subset for one j may restrict the possible choices of subsets for other indices. This will 
be illustrated by the examples below. It also follows that in the case of infinitely many 
solutions, we can construct an infinite number of them, but not all since not all are 
regular. 
Example 1. Consider Example 1 at the end of Section 2, 
X1 u X2 = a*, X1 u X3 = b*. 
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The maximal solution is ((A}, a*, b*). From Theorem 4, it follows that this solution is 
not unique, since Condition (11) is violated (indeed for all j): 
j = 1: X1 i7 (a* n b*) = (A>, 
j = 2: X, n ({A}) = {A}, 
j = 3: X, n ({A}) = {A>. 
NOW let us construct the sets Zij, for i = 1,2 and j = 1,2,3, as required: 
(i, j) = (1,1): Z,i = a* 
(1,2): zr2 = {A) 
(1,3): not applicable since Sr2 = 8 
(2,l): Zzl = b* 
(2,2): not applicable since Szz = 0 
(2,3): z,, = {A}. 
Now we get 
Z, = Z,, n Zzl = a* n b* = {A}, 
z2 = z,, = {Jq, 
23 = 223 = {A}. 
We therefore conclude that there are finitely many solutions. 
It follows that any one of the maximal Xj could have the empty word 1 removed; 
thus there are three additional solutions of the system, namely 
(8, a*, b*) for X1 - {A}, 
({L},au*, b*) for X, - {A}, 
((A}, a*, bb*) for X, - {A}. 
Every one of these three new solutions must now be subjected to the Z-test. For the 
first one, (0, a*, b*), the Z-test fails; thus it will not yield any solutions by removing 
words from any of its languages. Applying the Z-test to the solution ({A}, au*, b*) 
indicates that A can be removed from b* yielding the new solution ({A}, au*, bb*). 
Applying this procedure to the solution ((A}, a*, bb*) and consequently removing 
2 from a* yields exactly the same solution. Applying the Z-test to the solution not yet 
tested (namely ((A}, au*, bb*)) fails. Therefore, there are precisely five solutions which 
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are obtained as follows: 
/@I, , 3 \ a* b*) 
/ 
/ I \ 
Xl - jly 
I \ 
;x,-{Y ‘1 x3- {a) 
/ \ I 
(8, a*, b* j’ 
\ 
I \ 
I 
({A}, aa*, b*) ;(M a*, bb*) 
I 
I /I 
I x3 - {i} I’X* - {I} 
I 
I 1’ / 
((A}: aa*, bi*) 
Example 2. Consider the last example of Section 6, 
aaX, u X2 = a u aa(a u b)* u aba(aa u ba)* ( = L,), 
b(bb)*X1 u ba*Xz = b(a u b)* ( = -WY 
(ab)*X1 u (ba)*Xz = (a u b)* ( = L3). 
The maximal solution had been determined as 
((a u b)*, a u aa(a u b)* u aba(aa u ba)*)T. 
We now apply Theorem 5. Let us first determine all Mij: 
(i, j) = (1,1) S12X2 = a u aa(a u b)* u aba(aa u ba)*, 
(1,2) SllXl = aa(a u b)*, 
(2,l) SzzX2 = ba*(a u aa(a u b)* u aba(aa u ba)*) 
= ba u baa(a u b)* u baba(aa u ba)*, 
(2,2) SzlX1 = b(bb)*(a u b)* 
= b(a u b)*, 
(3,l) S32X2 = (ba)*(a u aa(a u b)* u aba(aa u ba)*), 
(3,2) S31X1 = (ab)*(a u b)* 
= (a u b)*. 
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Then we determine all Zij = Mij/Sij: 
(i, j) = (1,1) Mll/aa = (a u b)* 
(192) MI,/@> = uu(a u b)*, 
(2,l) M,,/b(bb)* = a u uu(u u b)* u ubu(uu u bu)*, 
(2,2) Mz2/ba* = (a u b)*, 
(3,l) MaI/( = u(uu u bu)* u (bu)*(u u uu(a u b)* u uba(uu u bu)*) 
= (ba)*(u u uu(u u b)* u ubu(uu u ba)*), 
(3,2) M&bu)* = (a u b)*. 
Therefore, we obtain 
Z1 = Zir f-7 Zz1 n Z31 
= (a u b)* n (a u au(a u b)* u ubu(au u ba)*) 
n (bu)*(a u uu(u u b)* u uba(au u bu)*) 
= a u uu(u u b)* u uba(uu u ba)*, 
& = &2 n Z22 n &2 
= uu(u u b)* n (a u b)* n (a u b)* 
= uu(u u b)*. 
It follows therefore that there are infinitely many solutions since any nonempty 
subset of a u aa(u u b)* u ubu(au u bu)* can be removed from X1 = (a u b)* or 
alternatively, any nonempty subset of aa(u u b)* can be removed from 
X2 = a u uu(a u b)* u ubu(uu u bu)*, and in each of these cases, a different solution 
is obtained. Furthermore, once one has chosen an index j (1 or 2) and a specific subset 
to be subtracted from Xi, one can repeat the Z-test for this new solution; if the 
condition is again satisfied, words may be removed from Xi for j’ # j. Since an infinite 
regular language has infinitely many regular subsets, this process allows one to 
determine arbitrarily many regular solutions. 
8. Conclusion 
We have defined a new type of language equations, called implicit language 
equations, and illustrated how significantly they differ from the classical explicit 
equations, as far as existence and uniqueness of solutions are concerned. For the case 
where all languages involved in defining the equations are regular, we have derived an 
algorithm for determining whether a solution exists and constructing it if this is so. 
Furthermore, we have shown how to determine ffectively whether a given system has 
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zero, finitely many, or infinitely many solutions. In the case of finitely many solutions, 
all solutions can be constructed. For more general anguage classes, the problem of 
determining a solution in a constructive way is likely to be intractable, as the 
operations involved in the tests are not effective for many of these classes; this is also 
illustrated by the fact that there are implicit language equations defined exclusively 
with contextfree constants that have only noncontextfree solutions. 
For explicit equations, it is often possible to obtain a parametrization of all 
solutions if they are not unique (see e.g. [8,5]). It appears exceedingly difficult to 
obtain similar representations for the solutions of implicit language quations even if 
all constants are regular. 
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